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9th Grade Science at Concord Carlisle High School (CCHS) 

CCHS offers three courses for science in 9th grade: 1) College Prep Earth Science; 2) Honors Earth 
Science; 3) Honors Biology (refer to online CCHS Program of Studies for full scope and sequence of 
science curriculum). The class that is best-suited for you is one where will you be engaged, successful, 
and most importantly, able to balance a workload outside of class with other academic demands and 
activities that support you being healthy, connected to others, and not overly-stressed. While you may 
have already formed an idea about which science class or level you hope to take, please take the time now 
to reflect on the information below and your answers to questions that aim to guide you towards arriving 
at a more-informed understanding about which 9th grade science class is the best match for you. 

1. What amount of time will you be able to comfortably commit to studying and completing 
assignments for just science each school night next year?   

(  none   /   15 min   /   30 min   /   1 hour   /   2 hour  ) 
 Honors level science classes have more demanding homework assigned than the CP level, and 
since more material is covered on quizzes and tests, more effort is required to prepare for them. Think 
about all the classes you will be taking, your extracurricular activities, and most importantly, your basic 
need for personal “down time” to recharge and connect with family and friends.  

2. To what extent have you been successful learning science content and skills quickly and 
independently throughout middle school science?  

(  Average or Below Average Success = Grade B or lower   /   Above Average Success = Grade A- or A ) 
 All science classes at the high school cover significantly more content than your science classes 
have in middle school. For Honors level science, tests will include material that is not explicitly taught in 
class, so the expectation is that students can learn effectively and efficiently from studying on their own. 

 3.    What reading level do you think is most appropriate for you when learning science?  
(  At or Below Grade Level   /   Above Grade Level   ) 

 Honors science textbooks are well above 9th grade reading level. I have copies of each course 
text if you want to see them. Consider what your comfort and success levels were when reading higher 
level texts in LA or Social Studies. Our reading in 8th grade science to date has only been at grade level. 

 4.    What is your current level of Math class, and how good is that fit?  
(  Enriched  /   Honors   /   current placement often feels overly challenging  ) 

 Success in 9th grade Honors science is correlated with Math placement at the level of CP1 or 
Honors Geometry. Students electing Honors Biology in 9th grade will be looking to place into Honors 
Chemistry as 10th graders, thus taking Algebra 2 at the same time. When you take Honors Chemistry in 
11th grade instead (via route of Honors Earth Science in 9th) it is advantageous in that your math skills 
will have developed over the course of another full year.  

  5.     Is your overall course load likely to fit in with your science course selection? Has science been 
a preferred subject to learn about in middle school?  

(My probable 9th grade Honors level classes are in:  LA  /  Math  /  Science  /  Language)  
 You are likely to benefit from picking one preferred “stretch” class to dedicate yourself to. 
Honors is a stretch if your achievement to date has been inconsistent or especially hard-earned. 

6.       For those considering Honors Biology, is being in a class taught at a 10th grade level truly 
what is best for you over your whole high school career?  

( Skills scores = 2s and 3s = grade-level) /  Skills Scores = mostly 4s = above grade level) 
 Teachers of Honors Biology presume students have well-developed, 10th-grade level student 
science skills (i.e. note-taking, lab formatting, research, test preparation, organization, critical thinking, 
reading and writing). Thus, students electing Honors Biology as 9th graders are missing out on skill 
building instruction and practice that happens in both CP and Honors Earth Science.  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7.     Are you making this choice based on what is best for YOU?  
 Make sure you are not forming a preference based solely on friends, siblings, or misinformation 
that circulates in the community. Some relevant information that relates to choosing between classes 
(should your recommendation offer that option) from Dr. Vela’s upcoming 8th grade parent night 
presentation at CCHS is: 
            *A strong case can be made that the best preparation for your future, whether that entails a STEM 
career or being a well-informed citizen, involves continuing to explore and build fundamental background 
knowledge in all four areas of science: earth science, biology, chemistry, and physics. CCHS science 
department has a blanket recommendation that students put off emphasis on one subject over another 
until college and take Earth Science in grade 9. 

*Honors Earth Science and Honors Biology have equal rigor and merit to colleges as they are 
both “lab” sciences at CCHS. CP Earth Science is NOT remedial - it is taught at grade level. 
 *Students taking Honors Earth Science in 9th grade CAN later take an AP science class 
without“doubling up” on science in junior/senior year, however, doubling up on science is a very 
common practice (though this may be problematic for students pursuing an Engineering Certificate). 
 * Honors Biology adds one extra lab section to your weekly schedule. 
 * When 9th grade Honors Biology students do not place into 10th grade Honors Chemistry (due 
to lower grades or issues on Math placement test), they take Honors Earth Science as a 10th grader. 
 * Going up or down a level is only possible during 9th grade in Earth Science, not Honors 
Biology (i.e. students cannot drop down to CP Biology). 
 * Placement into the various levels of science is fluid over the four years (e.g. it is not uncommon 
for CP Earth Science Students to move up to Honors Biology in 10th grade). 

************************************************************************** 

“HONORS LEVEL (H) courses are recommended for students who have demonstrated exceptional academic 
achievement through a combination of ability and motivation. These courses contain considerable enrichment and 
acceleration. Instruction will assume that students are able to grasp concepts on initial presentation, and will, 
therefore, emphasize observation, analysis, synthesis, and problem solving. There will be little practice or repetition 
within the classroom. Students are expected to be able to organize their time, to plan long- term assignments, and to 
seek help when necessary, all on their own initiative. Placement in honors courses is by teacher recommendation 
only.” (CCHS Program of Studies, 2017-18) 

My recommendation will come home on this same sheet at the end of Friday, January 18.  I am happy to 
discuss course selection with students and parents anytime. CCHS offers the choice between Honors 
Earth Science or Biology only to students that are fully-qualified for Honors science. For students that 
meet most but not all criteria, the high school supports choice into Honors Earth Science only, not Honors 
Biology. Our data over several years shows that when students are self-motivated and meet most, but not 
all, Honors criteria, they typically do earn grades of Bs & As in Honors Earth Science. However, as a 
result of not being as ready for Honors level as peers in the class, sometimes students reported feeling 
overburdened and often developed negative attitudes towards the subject. Our recommendation is that if 
you have a choice between classes, consider all factors presented above and aim conservatively. 

Your Course Preference(s):  CP Earth Science  /  Honors Earth Science  /  Honors Biology 

Why do you think this course is best for you? Questions or concerns? _____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ****************************************************************************** 

Dr. Marsh’s Recommendation: ________________________________________________


